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IT’S SPRING!

Spring written as 春　(はる) and pronounced as Haru
is heralded by the blooming of the world famous Sakura
or cherry blossom. Many Japanese usually spend their
spring with family and friends in flower viewing parties
known as 花見　(はなみ)pronounced as Hanami.
Events such as Children’s day are also celebrated during
this season.

Spring or Tagsibol is a busy season for Filipinos as well.
While the Japanese celebrate it with joy, many Filipinos begin their spring in a more somber mood. Spring brings in Holy
Week or Semana santa in the country, culminating in a more joyous mood during Easter or Linggo ng pagkabuhay or Pascua
de resurreccion. More celebrations known as Fiestas often follow Holy Week, beginning with Flores de mayo
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WEBSITE UPDATES

The website’s archives have been updated!
● Accounts of the 2014 delegation have been included in the website as a downloadable PDF file. Also, photos of the

2014 delegations are now also available in our archive page.
● PDF copies of the English and Japanese proclamation of cooperation during the 2018 Gonohe municipal delegation

have been added to our archives; photos of the event are now also available.
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MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY AMBASSADOR JOSÉ C. LAUREL V

I wish to express my warmest felicitations to the Bayombong Gonohe Sister City Association on the
occasion of the 65th Anniversary of the Normalisation of Philippines-Japan Relations this year.

The Association's contribution to the further advancement of the Philippines-Japan Relations is evident in
its consistent and continued efforts, in the span of over three decades since its inception in 1983, to pursue
programs that maintain the active relations between the two Cities of Bayombong and Gonohe.

Notably, the association's steadfast activities for people-to-people exchanges between the two cities
were great steps toward the lasting friendship rooted in appreciation and respect for the cultural uniqueness of
each country. I am certain that these exchanges both strengthened social connections and created economic
partnerships that benefited the two cities, its people and the Philippines.

As we continue to hope for a brighter post-pandemic future, I wish everyone good health and success.

Mabuhay!

Signed April 21, 2021
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Profiles in Focus: Professor Alexander Bata
Published: March 13, 2021

Bonsai (盆栽 ぼんさい Literally: Tray Planting) is the
traditional Japanese art and process of cultivating trees
in small containers. The process greatly reduces the size
of the specimen with the intention of having the trees
mimic the aesthetics and appearance of their full grown
counterparts.

Given the popularity of Bonsai throughout the world, it’s
not a surprise that Bayombong also hosts a handful of
experts dedicated to the time-honoured art form. One of
these experts is Professor Alexander Bata, a former
professor of forestry at the Nueva Vizcaya State
University and local entrepreneur.

Message from President Prescilla Marcos
Published: March 13, 2021

It is with deep pleasure that I express my heartfelt
greetings to the people of Bayombong and Gonohe
through this website. Truly, we are made closer to each
other through this site; so that, despite the geographical
distance and the health protocols brought about by the
pandemic, we remain connected to each other.

This connection between the people of Bayombong and
Gonohe is the same link that we celebrate and give
thanks for every day of our lives. For, many years ago, a
gentleman from Japan came back to the Philippines to
re-establish ties, this time under better circumstances;
and it is this same relationship that we, members of the
Bayombong-Gonohe Sister City Association, treasure until
today. We are grateful for the initiatives of our
predecessors in this Association, for their foresight in
establishing this exchange of friendship and culture
between our cities; and it is our sincere hope that this
companionship shall have no end.

We look forward to more collaborations with Gonohe in
the mutual development and interest in the fields of
culture, education, governance, and social responsibility.
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We have so much to learn from each other, and we have
so much to share as well.

I wish to make special mention of the admirable creativity
of Mr. Joseph Mamuric, Jr., grandson of Engr. Hipolito
Mamuric II, one of the pioneer leaders of our Association,
for his sense of volunteerism in launching this website
that shall serve as a friendship and exchange hub for all
of us.

On behalf of the officers and members of the
Bayombong-Gonohe Sister City Association, I express my
deepest and most cordial sentiments of esteem and
affection to our counterparts in Gonohe. May our
friendship ever flourish; and we look forward to that day
that we shall see each other again to recall the years we
have already spent together, and to look forward to many
more years of amity and collaboration.

Food and Friendship: Celebrating 65 years of
normalisation of ties between Japan and the
Philippines
Published: April 5, 2021

On April 5, 2021, the Embassy of Japan in Manila
announced an online to celebrate the 65th year since the
normalisation of ties between the Philippines and Japan
since World War II.

More details are available at:
https://www.ph.emb-japan.go.jp/itpr_en/11_000001_0037
8.html

Social Media Spotlights
Published: March to May

Spotlights are social media exclusive content that give
quick snippets of trivia and facts explaining Filipino and
Japanese culture. Since March, four spotlights have been
published between the Association’s Facebook and
Instagram accounts.

# 1 - Spring & Tagsibol

#2 Bahala na & Shikataganai

#3 Sisters of Fire and Ice: Mount Fuji and Mount Mayon

#4 Janken & Jak-En -Poy

Different Exchange Opportunities for Filipinos
Published: March to May

● Asia Kakehashi Project - a seven month
scholarship for Filipinos to study in Japanese
public high schools.

● MEXT Scholarship - a series of scholarships
available for undergraduate and graduate level
Filipinos wanting to study in Japan.

WEBSITE CONTENT CONTRIBUTIONS

Are you a member of the Bayombong Gonohe Sister City
Association? Have you participated in the delegations or
events in the past? We are still looking for contributions
for our website and blogs!

Interested? Please contact us.

DONATIONS

We started a Patreon and PayPal account! If you’re
interested in supporting us and our projects please click
on the links above.

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS

Facebook
Instagram
LinkedIn
Twitter
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